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Roughrider News 
Get the Inside Scoop on What’s Happening at Roosevelt and Beyond! 

Come see Grimm’s Fairy Tales Vol. 2, December 
20th, 2018 at 5 p.m. in Roosevelt’s Auditorium! 

The Guide to Success in Sixth 
Grade 
Ellie B 

      As a previous 6 th  grader, I know that being a 6 th  can 
grader be tough. When you first start 6 th  grade, you’re 
starting a new school with new people, clubs, electives, 
and lots of other school activities. 6 th  grade is about 
making new friends, discovering new classes, and 
learning how to balance all of this simultaneously. 
Honestly, it can get really overwhelming. But luckily, I 
have some helpful advice. 
       Looking back, I wish I would have put myself out 
there more, as an athlete, or even just in general. I was 
too afraid to do so, because I was afraid of being 
rejected by my classmates. Putting yourself out there in 
middle school is really important, because you’ll have 
so many new experiences, as well as friends. By taking 
risks, you’ll discover amazing talents you possess that 
would have remained hidden otherwise. You shouldn’t 
be afraid to take risks for fear of being embarrassed or 
made fun of. Guess what? Everyone makes mistakes, 
so it’s nothing to be ashamed or embarrassed about. By 
taking risks, you can create new experiences for 
yourself and make new friends that truly understand 
you. 
      What I found was that sports helped me fit in, as 
well as boost my confidence. My increased self esteem 
made me more of a risk-taker and gave me more 
willingness to try new clubs and raise my hand more in 
class. I didn’t always get the right answers, but that 
didn’t mean I gave up. Taking risks makes all of middle 
school just more enjoyable sometimes. Failure is okay, 
because we are able to learn from it. Non-fulfillment 
only boosts your knowledge. Don’t worry about 
embarrassing yourself. That is the worst possible thing 
you can do to yourself.  
      My last piece of advice on this subject would be to 
be a risk-taker and try new things. What’s important is 
to remember to stay open-minded about what your 
sixth grade experience is going to be like.You have to 
be open to new experiences and activities, as well as 
new people, because this way you can make new 
friends. Being open-minded about sixth grade really 
makes your sixth grade year a more exciting one. For 
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Grimm’s Back! 
Abigail H 
 
       Every year  Roosevelt International Middle School  has a play: one first and second semester. The 
first-semester play is done through Junior Theatre, and the second-semester play is done through Roosevelt 
Theatre Company. Plays in the past have been “Grimm's fairy tales”, “Grease”, “Once upon a Mattress”, and 
“Beach Boys and Valley Girls”.  
      The play this year is Grimm's fairy tales Vol.2. The four Grimms fairy tale plays that are being produced 
this year are “Snow White”, “Little Brother Little Sister”, “Strange Musician”, and “Deaths Messenger.” The 
actors are writing and then performing all the plays for one hour on December 20. 
      By writing the script, the actors in Junior Theatre, get to be a part of the script. They get to make the story 
their own. This is beneficial to the actors because they can memorize the script better and can add their own 
humor. It also can help the student's ability to write. Writing a script could also be difficult because it can slow 
down the performing process of acting.  An actor in Junior Theater stated that overall, “ Although it can 
sometimes be difficult, writing our own scripts is a great learning experience and is really beneficial for us as 
actors.”  
      Grimms Fairy Tales is the next performance that Roosevelt Middle School is producing. The play will 
consist of “Snow White” “Little Brother, Little Sister” “the strange Musician” and “Death’s Messengers”. 
Make sure to come on down to Roosevelt's auditorium at 5:00 on December 20th. See you then!  

Early School Start Time: The Advantages 
and Disadvantages 
Kate B 
 
       Countless of students across the U.S. go to schools with early start times, and most of those students  are 
victim to sleep deprivation because of it. The average start time of  public middle schools and high schools in 
California is 8:07 am and multiple studies have shown that teenagers do not sleep enough as it is.  Sleep cycles 
at that age make it hard to fall asleep before 11:00 pm. California has been pushing for years to try and pass a 
bill to push back school start times without prevail but many wonder: How does sleep deprivation actually 
affect students like us? 

 
         Are students too tired to properly learn? (Source:   Wen hui Wang/Deposit Photos) 

 
       Let’s start with the facts. First of all,  The American Academy of Sleep Medicine, along with many other 
studies, recommend that teenagers from 13 to 18 years old should get a minimum of at least 8 to 10 hours of 
sleep per day.. Although, according to National Sleep Foundation, during adolescence, biological sleep 
patterns make it hard for teens to fall asleep before 11:00 and because 83% of middle and  high schools in the 
U.S. start before 8:30 a.m., just the same as our school, meaning us and other teens  are definitely not getting 
enough sleep in order to be healthy. 
      Some side effects include, as stated by The Centers of Disease Control and Prevention, things such as  
becoming overweight, suffer from symptoms of depression, engage in things such as such as drinking, 
smoking tobacco, and using illicit drugs, and doing worse in school.     Now someone might ask: Why would 
schools force us to wake up earlier if it causes us to perform poorly in school?   If plenty of viable sources have 
proven that sleep is an extremely important component in your health, why would schools have early start 
times when it’s really hindering our learning? Who really knows?  
      Although we can conclude that  kids our age need to get a good night's rest, the excessively early school 
start times is a massive culprit that is depriving us of our greatly needed sleep. 
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The Guide to Success in Sixth Grade 
continued... 

me, this made sixth grade start to feel much less 
difficult. 
      Also, while it might feel hard like it did for me, 
you should be open to making new friends, along 
with sticking with your old friends. There are a lot of 
different kinds of people at Roosevelt, which is what 
makes sixth grade so spectacular; the diversity of 
everyone’s identities. Being open to these people is 
how you branch out and make new friends. This is 
hard for everyone, but you have counselors, friends, 
and teachers to help you along the way. Every single 
one of your fellow sixth graders goes through this.  

Sesame Street Icon Retires 
Guthrie B 

       Caroll Spinney (84 years old), who has voiced 
characters such as Big Bird and Oscar the Grouch, 
retired on October 17th after around 50 years of 
being a huge part of Sesame Street. 
      Sesame Street, produced by Sesame Street 
Workshop (formerly Children's Television 
Workshop) is a live action educational TV show 
starring fuzzy, fun, puppets called “Muppets.” Carol 
Spinney is one of the puppeteers who plays these 
Muppets. He played the muppets Big Bird and Oscar 
the Grouch mainly. He starred as Big Bird since the 
very first episode in 1969. 
      His most famous character, Big Bird, is an 8 foot 
tall canary. At the beginning of Sesame Street, Big 
Bird was a bumbling fool, but Caroll told NPR "I 
said, 'I think Big Bird might be more useful to the 
show if he were a child learning all the things we 
were teaching in the show.' And so he didn't know 
the alphabet, even, for instance." When Caroll 
puppeteered Big Bird he would put on Big Bird’s 
“legs” and put his “body” on over him. Caroll would 
move Big Bird’s mouth with his hand and maneuver 
one wing which would move the other one in the 
opposite direction.  

 

 
Sketches of the original vision of Big Bird 

 
      But recently because of his old age he has been 
having problems with balance. Because of these 
problems he has gone on to only voicing his 
characters. The physical movement of the characters 
will be taken over by Eric Jacobson and Matt Vogel. 
      “Before I came to ‘Sesame Street,’ I didn’t feel 
like what I was doing was very important. Big Bird 
helped me find my purpose,” Spinney said in a feel I 
will always be Big Bird. And even Oscar, once in a 
while! They have given me great joy, led me to  my 
true calling – and my wonderful wife! – and created 
a lifetime of memories that I will cherish forever.” 
      Caroll Spinney was a childhood icon for 
thousands of children and will continue to be in our 
hearts as Big Bird and Oscar the Grouch even after 
he leaves the Street. 
 

 Colin Kaepernick Protests 
for Racial Equality 
Lauren H 

 

 
Kaepernick  kneeling in protest (Source BBC) 

 
       Colin Kaepernick, (shown above) an activist who 
has been in several different news articles recently, 
decided to step down from the NFL. He has fought 
for what he believes in, even though he has repeatedly
been told that his protests are wrong and that they will
not work. Kaepernick has done so much to fight for 
others and his own rights and these are only a few 
things he has done.  Ever since he protested the flag 
Kaepernick, the 49ers’ former quarterback, has been 
the center of a large controversial topic, especially 
since he decided to kneel during the Star Spangled 
Banner in 2016. Kaepernick has now stepped down 
from the role as quarterback, and now focuses more 
on further protesting for African American rights. 
        NFL team owners decided that after he stepped 
down from being the quarterback, that they wouldn’t 
let him join any other NFL teams. According to BBC, 
Kaepernick has now filed a grievance against the 
NFL team owners for blocking him out of joining 
other NFL teams because of his activism. After a 
while, other African Americans followed Kaepernick 
by kneeling during the pledge of allegiance with him. 
The US president, Donald Trump, has called for 
players that “disrespect” the American flag to be 
fired. 
       Now, there are many other activists and people 
who weren’t previously activists who support 
Kaepernick. For example, Rihanna was supposed to 
sing for the NFL Super Bowl next year (2019). She 
declined the opportunity and told the press that she 
declined because she was supporting Kaepernick. The 
NFL has now replaced her with Maroon 5 for the 
Super Bowl.  
      After Kaepernick left the 49ers, Nike released an 
ad with him. This is what most people think about 
when you ask them how the controversy started. The 
initial retaliation against this Nike ad was to burn 
some of the shoes customers had bought from Nike . 
People from all over the U.S.A. posted videos of them
throwing their shoes in a fire and burning them.  
       Since then, Kaepernick has continued spreading 
awareness about African American rights, racial 
injustice and fighting against police brutality. 
Harvard University has awarded him with the W.E.B 
Du Bois Medal and he inspires others to stand up for 
themselves and for what they believe in. Kaepernick 
is still trying to make people aware of the issue of 
police brutality. Because of this there is no telling 
what will happen next or if he will still try to inform 
people about it. 
 
 
  

 
 

Girls in Science or Kids in 
Science? 
Opinion

Eve H 

      The Girls in Science Club at Roosevelt 
International Middle School is a zoo sponsored biology 
based club. At first glance the club seems fun if not 
uncontroversial. But after closer examination this club 
is flawed because of its girls only police. Many people 
feel excluded and ostracized by the clubs policies. 
Could this go against Roosevelt's openness to every 
gender and LGBTQ+ rights?   
       Since Girls in Science excludes boys and there 
isn’t another science club that is only for boys, many 
boys feel excluded because of the club’s gender based 
criterion for joining the club. Guthrie B said “From 
what I have heard the club sounds really cool and I 
think that there should be a boys in science club too”. 
This has been viewed by many as a club that excludes 
and profiles kids based on gender. On top of that 
LGBTQ kids have not been considered in this club’s 
equation. This also could potentially affect other 
science clubs and even worsen stereotypes about 
gender. 
       Based on statements made by members of the Girls 
in Science club, it is primarily focused on biology. 
“Most people in the club enjoy it." As Aiyana W, a 
member of the club and a sixth grade student, stated 
“We get to do many things. We go to the zoo, pet the 
animals and have tours”. This further illustrates that the 
Girls in Science club is enjoyable and fun for the 
members in it. However, this could be problematic 
because this plays into the stereotype that biology is for 
girls and physics is for boys (MESA is based on 
physics). MESA is also now primarily male based 
because the Girls in Science Club includes the majority 
of girls interested interested in science. I think this 
further splits the two fields of science at Roosevelt. 
 

 
Girls In Science club shirt 

 
       Another issue is that the club would seem appealing 
to many people, including Roosevelt’s male population. 
This could send the message that only some girls are 
eligible for this fun ASE program.”Most people in the 
club enjoy it” Wilson said. 
        I think that that everyone should be able to 
participate in the Girls in Science Club. It is important 
that we include everybody in our ASE programs. At the 
very least we should have a equivalent club for boys to 
participate in. This way we would include the entire 
Roosevelt population and prevent people from feeling 
excluded inside school.  
 

Join Roughrider News next semester and get 
your voice heard! 
 
Room B3, Ms. Kuncz 
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